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301(A)(2): Collusive Cheating: Online. “Online Collusive Cheating” is the exchange or   transmission of information between two or more people, at least one of whom is a 
contestant in an online bridge competition, in any manner not expressly permitted by Law 73. The information need not be actually used by a player to prove a Violation under 
this section. This section includes agreements made by persons who are not partners or contestants, including, but not limited to kibitzers or teammates.
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I.  Summary of Evidence and Arguments 
A.  Procedural Overview 
 On September 8, 2022, the Executive Director of the American Contract Bridge 
League (“ACBL”), Joseph Jones, filed a Charge Letter alleging that James and 
Adrienne Halperin had violated section 301(A)(2) of the Code of Disciplinary 
Regulations (“CDR”) effective on February 1, 20221 by a pattern of conduct involving 
“the exchange of illicit information in order to gain a competitive advantage in ACBL 
sanctioned games.”  (P. 3.)2 

 The Charge Letter was based on a Recorder Complaint that had been filed the 
previous day.  The Complaint alleged that, “The National Recorder and the Assistant 
National Recorder have reviewed several months of online sessions played by Mr. and 
Mrs. Halperin and are in concurrence that there is overwhelming evidence of the 
exchange of illicit information in order to gain a competitive advantage during online 
ACBL sanctioned games.”  (P. 2.) 

 In a scheduling letter dated September 22, the Chair of the Online Ethical 
Oversight Committee (“OEOC”) Panel requested that the Charging Party file pre-
hearing disclosure by October 6.3  That letter, addressed to the Parties, stated in part, 
“The Charged Party is not required to appear at the hearing and your failure to appear 
will not be grounds for discipline.”  (P. 7; see also section 502(F)(3).)   

 The Charging Party filed 58 pages of disclosure with four sections.  Section I 
introduced the Charged Parties and their backgrounds.  Section II introduced the Co-
Advocates, Jeff Edelstein, the National Recorder, and Justin Coniglio, the Assistant 
National Recorder.4 

 Section III listed five full 18-board sessions (“the full sessions”) played by the 
Charged Parties on July 16, 20, 27, August 19 and 21.  The lists included Bridge Base 
Online (“BBO”) movie links.  The BBO handles for the Charged Parties were “vettesfl” 

 
1  Section 301(A)(2), effective on February 1, 2022, listed “Online Collusive 
Cheating” as a First Degree Ethical Violation and defined it as “the exchange or 
transmission of information between two or more people, at least one of whom is a 
contestant in an online bridge competition, in any manner not expressly permitted by Law 
73.  The information need not be actually used by a player to prove a Violation under this 
section. . . .”   
2  Unspecified page references are to the 69-page hearing packet distributed to the 
Hearing Panel in advance of the disciplinary hearing. 
3  As all dates are in 2022, the year will not be repeated. 
4  “Co-Advocate” hereafter refers to Coniglio, who presented the Charging Party’s 
case. 
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for James and “vettesfla1” for Adrienne.5  The Charging Party questioned aspects of 32 
of these 90 boards, both their bidding and their defense. 

 Section IV of the disclosure focused on specific questionable actions.  There was 
a list of 12 underleads of Aces against suit contracts in games played between July 7 
and August 25.  This list appears in Appendix A.  Each underlead found partner holding 
the King.  (P. 21.)  25 board diagrams showed hands and auctions allegedly involving 
questionable bidding.  (Pp. 22-46.)  The diagrams showed boards from 9 different days 
between July 7 and August 25, none of them being the full sessions.  21 more diagrams 
showed allegedly questionable defenses on 12 dates between July 9 and August 25, 
again none being from the full sessions.  (Pp. 47-67.)  Links, but not diagrams, were 
provided on one page to allegedly similar leads of unbid suits.  (P. 47.)  

 On October 10 the Chair of the OEOC temporarily postponed the hearings in all 
pending cases. 

 On November 9, the disciplinary hearing was rescheduled for November 18.  On 
November 14, the Charged Parties submitted two pages of disclosure.  They explained 
they would not be participating in the hearing due to health reasons.  For the same 
reason Husband filed the disclosure on behalf of Wife.  (P. 68-69.)   

 A thirty-minute disciplinary hearing was held via Zoom on Friday, November 18.  
The hearing was video- and audio-recorded.  The Charged Parties did not appear.  The 
Charging Party acknowledged that the available discipline is limited by section 403(C). 

B.  The Evidence at the Hearing 
 Wife joined the ABCL in 1983 and became a Life Master on August 6, 2007.  As 
of August 6, 2022, she was a Ruby Life Master with 1,741 Masterpoints, including 38 
online points.  Husband joined the ACBL in 1989 and became a Life Master on March 6, 
2009.  As of August 6, 2022, he was a Silver Life Master with 1,077 Masterpoints, 
including 38 online points.  (P. 11.)  A copy of their BBO convention card was in 
evidence.  (Pp. 12-13.)  The Co-Advocate asserted that both of them have been club 
directors since 1994. 

 In their disclosure, the Charged Parties asserted:  “We are both now of advanced 
age and infirmity and we are limited to on line games and for health reasons, as we can 
no longer frequent our local bridge clubs. 

 “You will note that prior to the hands in question I have not participated in any 
ACBL events whether online or in person for several years for the above stated 
reasons.  [Wife] had a very limited online presence for similar reasons.  We therefore 
have no online history of similar hands played to refute the allegations of the Charging 
Party.”  (P. 68.) 

 
5  We will refer to the Charged Parties as “Husband” and ”Wife” for clarity. 
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 Heeding the Panel Chair’s admonition not to repeat all the written disclosure of 
evidence, the Co-Advocate reviewed 16 boards that were displayed to the Panel.6   

 The Co-Advocate said that unlike some cheating pairs, the Charged Parties did 
not exhibit two or three characteristic types of misconduct, but rather did a little bit of 
everything.  Their exchange of illicit information in his opinion was smooth and efficient, 
although it did not demonstrate a deep analysis.  There was a lack of exculpatory 
hands.  The Charged Parties were not prolific online players and the sessions reviewed 
were from a short period of time. 

 While the ACBL presented the 16 boards primarily in chronological order, this 
summary of the hearing evidence will group them to the extent possible by similarity of 
actions.   

  
On board 12 on July 16 and on board 13 on August 8, Husband raised Wife’s 1NT 
overcalls to 3NT holding hands with 7 HCPs, finding Wife with maximum NT overcalls 
each time.  On board 12 the opponent’s 1 ♣ was alerted as “2+.” 

  

 
6  Due to technical Zoom problems, the Advisor who hosted the Zoom session was 
unable to display the boards for the Co-Advocate, who smoothly shared his own screen 
with the Hearing Panel. 

https://tinyurl.com/nha25rvs
https://tinyurl.com/mwkdrzkh
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On board 11 on July 14 and on board 10 on August 1 (above), the Charged Parties 
avoided potential disasters after making off-shape takeout doubles.  On board 11, Wife 
bid her longest suit rather than looking for a nonexistent 4-4 ♠ fit.  On board 10, 
Husband responded in his second longest minor and found four-card support. 

  
On board 2 on July 8, the 1NT bid was alerted as forcing.  Instead of rebidding his six-
card ♠ suit and finding one-card support, Husband rebid a 3-card ♣ suit and found six-
card support. 

 
On board 15 on July 20, both 2 ♦ and 2 ♥ were alerted as transfers to ♥s.  There are two 
noteworthy aspects of this bidding.  First, with an opening hand in response to a strong 
NT opener, Husband rebid an invitational 2NT after his transfer.  Second, Wife 
somehow discerned they were missing a ♣ stopper, and, instead of accepting the 
invitation to 3NT with a maximum, she rebid 3 ♦s, leading to a safe minor suit game.   

https://tinyurl.com/ye3t43fz
https://tinyurl.com/44yky46d
https://tinyurl.com/2p8phhwh
https://tinyurl.com/ya8uhsue
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On the first board 17 on July 16, Wife underbid an 11-count after the opponent’s 
preempt and Husband’s off-shape reopening double, but Husband still found a 3NT 
game with a singleton ♦ Ace.  Wife provided a second ♦ stopper.  On the second board 
17 on August 1, Wife, with an opening hand, made an invitational response to 
Husband’s takeout double and Husband accepted the invitation with a flat 12-count.  
The overbids on both boards 17 succeeded. 

  
On board 14 on July 18, Husband made no game try with an 18-count after a simple 
raise by Wife with a 4-count.  On board 13 on August 4, Husband chose a peculiar 
second-seat vulnerable preempt holding a 14-count, and Wife’s hand didn’t fit with his.   

  

https://tinyurl.com/46phywz7
https://tinyurl.com/5c423naa
https://tinyurl.com/38ksefb5
https://tinyurl.com/mwwtbzs9
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On board 10 on August 17 (above), Wife elected to open a strong 2 ♣s with a hand that 
doesn’t meet any definition of “Very Strong.”7  After she jumped to a ♥ game, Husband 
did not explore for slam despite holding two Aces and ♥ support. 

 
On board 1 on July 20, Husband did all the competitive bidding with four-card support 
and 1 HCP after Wife’s opening.  Wife did not have a minimum opener. 

 Four boards showed successful honor underleads. 

  
On board 8 on July 30, Wife underled a KQJ sequence in a suit Husband had not bid 
and found one of his Aces.  On board 16 on August 2, Husband underled an Ace in a 
suit other than the one they had bid and raised.   

 
7  The ACBL’s Convention Charts define “Very Strong” as “A hand that contains: 

“i. at least 20 HCP; or 
ii. at least 14 HCP and is within one trick of game assuming suits break evenly 
among the other hands. 
iii. at least 5 Control Points and is within one trick of game assuming suits break 
evenly among the other hands.”  An Ace is two control points and a King one. 

https://tinyurl.com/3v4kpmdn
https://tinyurl.com/yc7rfupz
https://tinyurl.com/spvhh5z8
https://tinyurl.com/2pey8wpv
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On board 7 on August 19, while Husband did indicate values with a takeout double, 
Wife eschewed a safe lead from a suit headed by QJT, instead underleading her Ace.  
On board 14 on August 22, Husband underled his ♥ Ace even though Wife had failed to 
make a lead-directing double holding KQ874. 

 As to Ace underleads, the Co-Advocate said that because the Charged Parties 
had 12 successful Ace underleads in a short period of time and no misses, the Charging 
Party did not continue looking for similar actions.   

 The Panel had no questions for the Co-Advocate. 

 As noted above, the Charged Parties did not attempt to explain individual actions 
in their disclosure.  Husband did generally assert:  “All I can do is state that we had no 
improper communication at any time.  I play online mainly to give my wife a two hour 
diversion and am too old to care about master points or results.  The mere hearing has 
already destroyed the medicinal benefits of the game.  In fact we were located in 
different offices in our house, located on separate floors with no reasonable means of 
communication.  It is not reasonable to believe that there was such communication by 
reason to the distance between us and the limited time of each hand. 

 “In our play we are often guided by the principle of our former teacher that often it 
is necessary to wish a card in your partners [sic] hand in order to defeat a contract.  In 
addition I believe that the bids made were reasonable and in fact we had the right to 
make any bid we wanted to so long as it was not guided by improper communication, 
which they were not.”  (P. 68.)   

C.  Argument 
 The Co-Advocate emphasized the lack of exculpatory hands and said that the 
Charged Parties’ bad results usually were from bad declarer play or an unfavorable lie 
of the cards.  The evidence of cheating is very compelling considering the short period 
of play examined.  He requested the maximum discipline available under section 
403(C), leaving the Masterpoint reduction to the Panel. 

https://tinyurl.com/4m97ud8d
https://tinyurl.com/jnh6cyx7
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II.  The Panel’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
A.  Factual Conclusions 
 The burden of proof at a disciplinary hearing remains on the Charging Party to 
establish its allegations to the comfortable satisfaction of the Hearing Panel even if the 
Charged Parties do not personally appear at the hearing and they present no evidence 
in disclosure.  In this case, the Charged Parties did proclaim their innocence in written 
disclosure.  The Panel does not regard the Charged Parties’ failure to appear at the 
hearing as a default or a tacit admission of the Charges. 

 This Panel has reviewed the boards presented at the hearing and all the other 
evidence presented in disclosure.  As always, the question is whether a number of 
unusual bids and defenses that were successful resulted from skill or good luck or, 
instead, from the use of information about partner’s hand that was not made available 
by the auction or defensive carding. 

 Appendix A has listed all 12 underleads of Aces against suit contracts in a six-
week period.  Each underlead found partner with the King.  We note that on three 
occasions, partner had bid the suit (boards 6 on July 16, 3 on August 16, and 8 on 
August 19).  On three other occasions partner had raised the suit (7 on July 31, 2 on 
August 2, and 6 on August 19).  On another occasion (7 on August 19 diagrammed 
above), partner had made a take-out double.  That still leaves five blind Ace underleads 
that unerringly found Kings (two of which are diagrammed above, and the others being 
board 18 on July 16, 18 on July 17, and 16 on August 1).  On one of those (16 on 
August 2), the underlead was in the suit opened by opponents.8 

 We note another honor underlead that was not displayed at the hearing. 

 

 
8  The Panel is curious how frequently the Charged Parties did not underlead Aces 
when partner did not hold the King in this short time frame. 

https://tinyurl.com/sdzvabvz
https://tinyurl.com/ysubbvef
https://tinyurl.com/38dxd3c8
https://tinyurl.com/zbdt3xmc
https://tinyurl.com/4skcxcv4
https://tinyurl.com/2p8v9y4x
https://tinyurl.com/4m97ud8d
https://tinyurl.com/yckv5wrj
https://tinyurl.com/ywk5d8as
https://tinyurl.com/3pst4bpt
https://tinyurl.com/2pey8wpv
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On board 8 during the full session on July 16, Husband raised Wife’s ♣ preempt with 
two-card support, but later underled his ♠ King to her Ace, not the suit she had bid. 

 Frankly, the Panel does not regard all the boards displayed at the hearing as 
equally probative compared to each other, and we find some of the boards questioned 
in disclosure to be strong evidence of unauthorized information being shared. 

1.  Defending 
(A).  Finding singletons 

  
 In addition to finding Kings when underleading Aces, the Charged Parties twice 
found singletons when leading Aces on board 5 on July 14 and on board 17 on August 
14. 

(B.)  Finding partner’s suit against NT 

 The Charged Parties had a knack in defending against NT contracts for leading 
partner’s longest and strongest unbid suit.   

 
Doubleton honor leads on boards 3 on July 17 and 9 on July 18 hit partner’s best suit. 

 In the next collection of four boards, leading from a three-card suit against NT 
found partner’s longest and strongest suit. 

https://tinyurl.com/yc7ks692
https://tinyurl.com/ycyvkeu5
https://tinyurl.com/28bskms7
https://tinyurl.com/2p8tpj4b
https://tinyurl.com/45w8k6d5
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Board 17 was on August 17, 4 and 9 were on August 22, and 3 was on August 25.  
What is particularly notable about the latter two boards is that the leads were in a suit 
the opponents had bid. 

2.  Bidding 
(A).  Leaps to game and slam 

 On six boards the Charged Parties jumped directly to game or slam before 
partner’s bidding has revealed the extra strength or length needed. 

  

https://tinyurl.com/zzzvyrae
https://tinyurl.com/4fjzhsaf
https://tinyurl.com/y3rpx8w7
https://tinyurl.com/4uwe3m3z
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On board 12 on July 17, Wife jumped to the five-level with a five-card suit and no 
indication of support from Husband.  Also, Husband had passed a 12-count.  On board 
7 on July 18, Wife jumped to game after Husband, with an opening hand, made a 
simple raise in competition. 

  
On board 5 on August 17, Husband jumped to slam with two-card support for Wife’s suit 
after her “NMF” bid.  On board 2 on August 25, Wife jumped to game in a two-card suit 
over competition after Husband’s transfer bid.  On the latter board, the opponent’s 
double was alerted as single-suited. 

 
Also on August 25, on board 7 Husband simply jumped to game after Wife bid Stayman.  
The Charging Party noted that the Charged Parties play four-suit transfers, so Wife’s 
Stayman might have been a prelude to an invitational 2NT bid. 

(B).  Underbidding 

 The Charged Parties not only jumped to game or slam when appropriate, but 
they also knew when to put on the brakes.   

https://tinyurl.com/5yh84nau
https://tinyurl.com/y3vyrfn9
https://tinyurl.com/mrywhrrw
https://tinyurl.com/43d4e6sv
https://tinyurl.com/4vyw3hu2
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On board 5 on July 7, Husband rebid 1NT with an 18-count opposite Wife’s minimal 
response.  On board 17 on August 6, Wife opened 1NT with an 18-count and Husband 
had a weak hand. 

 
On board 14 on August 7, Husband made a minimum response to Wife’s takeout 
double despite holding an opening hand. 

 In this case, the Charged Parties have attempted to explain their lucky leads by 
saying that one sometimes has to play partner for a certain holding in order to defeat a 
contract.  This Panel is impressed by their success rate with these hopeful blind leads.  
The success rate of their leads and bidding, both when going high and low, is incredible.  
The only realistic explanation is that it was assisted by unauthorized information about 
partner’s hand.  This Panel is unanimously comfortably satisfied that the Charged 
Parties repeatedly violated section 301(A)(2) in the limited time they spent playing 
online. 

B.  Discipline 
 In this case, the ACBL’s Board of Directors has handcuffed the OEOC in terms of 
what discipline can be imposed.  Several provisions added to the CDR effective 
February 1, 2022, severely restrict the discipline available in this forum for misconduct 
after February 1, 2022.   

https://tinyurl.com/2p8k3rc8
https://tinyurl.com/4ztey7e2
https://tinyurl.com/yyh9n6p2
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 In anticipation of the formation of an Institute for Bridge Arbitration (“IBA”),  
section 502(C) was added effective February 1, 2022, providing in part:  “Removal to 
Institute for Bridge Arbitration.  If the Charging Party wishes to seek a discipline 
exceeding the maximum available upon a finding of responsibility for an Ethical 
Violation, the case must be removed to the IBA.”  (Our italics.)  The maximum penalties 
available to the OEOC have been limited by new section 403(C) to be suspension for 
six months and probation for two years.9 

 The applicable CDR version is dictated by section 403(A), which was not 
amended in February 2022.  It states in pertinent part, “Discipline imposed shall be in 
accordance with the version of the CDR effective at the time of the first Incident 
specified in the filing of the Recorder Complaint.”  (Our italics.) 

 While the Recorder Complaint in this case did not specify the date of the first 
incident, the Charge Letter alleged that the February 1, 2022 CDR is applicable to this 
case and the Charging Party acknowledged at the disciplinary hearing that the Panel’s 
discipline is severely limited by section 403(C).  The Recorder understood that the 
maximum suspension could be six months and explained that the Charging Party had 
decided to avail itself of the OEOC forum because it is the only forum available to it.10  
The Co-Advocate apologized that such limited discipline is all that is available for the 
Panel to impose.11 

 
9  Section 403(C) effective on February 1, 2022 stated in full:  “(C) Maximum 
Discipline for Ethical Violations. Upon a finding of responsibility for a violation set 
forth in CDR § 301, the following are the disciplines that may be imposed: 

“(1) Reprimand (§ 404(A)) 
(2) Probation – Maximum of Two Years ((§ 404(B)) 
(3) Suspension – Maximum of Six Months ((§ 404(C)) 
(4) Expulsion – Unavailable ((§ 404(D)) 
(5) Reduction of Forfeiture of Masterpoints – Maximum of 10% of Total 
Masterpoints ((§ 404(E)) 

“If the Charging Party wishes to seek a discipline exceeding the maximum available 
upon a finding of responsibility for an Ethical Violation, the Charge must be removed to 
the IBA. (See § 502(C))”  403(C) was modified in an irrelevant way effective July 15, 
2022. 
 Prior to the February amendment, the minimum recommended disciplines were 
no less than two years’ suspension and two years’ probation.  (301(A)(7).)  Such 
discipline is now available only to the IBA. 
10  Only now, nine months after the enactment of section 502(C) is the IBA recruiting 
potential arbitrators. 
11  It occurs to this Panel that in this case, mountains have labored and given birth to 
a mouse.  The diligent efforts of the Recorder and Assistant Recorder and OEOC 
Panels could be better spent on charges with more serious consequences. 
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 In light of the restrictions of 403(C), this Panel suspends each of the Charged 
Parties for six months after which they will serve two years’ probation, during which they 
are prohibited from playing with each other.  Ten percent of their Masterpoints are also 
forfeited. 
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Appendix A 
All underleads of Aces against suit contracts. 

Date Lead From To   
7/16* ♦4 ♦AJT4 ♦K876532 https://tinyurl.com/sdzvabvz 

7/16* ♥5 ♥AQ53 ♥KT42 https://tinyurl.com/yckv5wrj 

7/17 ♥5 ♥AT53 ♥KQ98 https://tinyurl.com/ywk5d8as 

7/31 ♥2 ♥AJ542 ♥K963 https://tinyurl.com/zbdt3xmc 

8/1 ♣2 ♣A9742 ♣K6 https://tinyurl.com/3pst4bpt 

8/2 ♠5 ♠AT865 ♠KJ2 https://tinyurl.com/4skcxcv4 

8/2 ♦5 ♦AT85 ♦K9 https://tinyurl.com/2pey8wpv 

8/16 ♥4 ♥AJ4 ♥K98762 https://tinyurl.com/ysubbvef 

8/19 ♣6 ♣AQJ876 ♣K9 https://tinyurl.com/2p8v9y4x 

8/19 ♥2 ♥A9732 ♥KT8 https://tinyurl.com/4m97ud8d 

8/19 ♦8 ♦AJ98 ♦KQ76432 https://tinyurl.com/38dxd3c8 

8/22 ♥2 ♥A932 ♥KQ874 https://tinyurl.com/jnh6cyx7 

 

https://tinyurl.com/sdzvabvz
https://tinyurl.com/yckv5wrj
https://tinyurl.com/ywk5d8as
https://tinyurl.com/zbdt3xmc
https://tinyurl.com/3pst4bpt
https://tinyurl.com/4skcxcv4
https://tinyurl.com/2pey8wpv
https://tinyurl.com/ysubbvef
https://tinyurl.com/2p8v9y4x
https://tinyurl.com/4m97ud8d
https://tinyurl.com/38dxd3c8
https://tinyurl.com/jnh6cyx7
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